Singles competition

#1 Ethan Quinn (Georgia) def. James Story (South Carolina) 6-4, 6-2
#73 Trent Bryde (Georgia) def. Casey Hoole (South Carolina) 6-3, 7-5
#89 Connor Thomson (South Carolina) def. Philip Henning (Georgia) 7-6 (0-5), 2-6, 6-2
Jake Beasley (South Carolina) def. #93 Teodor Giusca (Georgia) 6-2, 1-6, 6-3
Raphael Lambling (South Carolina) def. #117 Blake Croyder (Georgia) 6-4, 6-2
Miguel Perez Pena (Georgia) def. Lucas da Silva (South Carolina) 6-3, 6-0
#73 Eliot Spizzirri (Texas) def. #73 Dan Martin (Miami) 6-2, 6-4
Pierre-Yves Bailly (Texas) def. Franco Aubone (Miami) 6-1, 6-2
Martin Katz (Miami) def. #104 Evin McDonald (Texas) 7-6 (7-3), 6-4
Antonio Prat (Miami) def. Nevin Arimilli (Texas) 3-6, 6-3, 7-6 (7-4)
Jake Beasley/James Story (South Carolina) def. Evin McDonald/Eliot Spizzirri (Texas) 8-2
Chih Chi Huang/Eshan Talluri (Texas) def. Lucas da Silva/Connor Thomson (South Carolina) 8-4
Franco Aubone/Martin Vergara (Miami) def. #19 Trent Bryde/Ethan Quinn (Georgia) 8-7 (8-6)
Dan Martin/Antonio Prat (Miami) def. Teodor Giusca/Philip Henning (Georgia) 8-5
Thomas Pausell/Miguel Perez Pena (Georgia) def. Leo Bierbaum/Martin Katz (Miami) 8-5
#55 Blake Croyder/Britton Johnston (Georgia) def. Jackson Armistead/Nacho Serra Sanchez (Miami) 8-5

Tournament notes: